
 

 

Methodos Reconciliation System 
An ideal system for all FX companies 

Overv iew  

Methodos Reconciliation System (MRS) has been designed and developed to improve operations efficiently and provide  
greater performance results for your business. It helps reconcile your company’s books with payment methods and keep 

them balanced.  MRS offers user friendly manual matching and fast auto matching mechanism making the process even   

easier and quicker.  

The system prepares powerful reports, giving you control over critical decisions.  

Ideal for detecting and locating errors and un-recorded transactions with daily checks. The effective monitoring and control 

reduces errors and saves time due to its automatic methods.   

Simple and easy, MRS has the ability to ensure your company’s smooth operation.   

Benef i ts  
Compliant  

to regulations 

MRS performs everyday and every month full reconciliations, so at any time the system 

can justify and confirm that customer balances per currency sustains the same as the 

payment method balance. It can also locate and detect differences that might occur. 

Effectiveness  Saves time and reduces the risk of errors by calculating the amount of money that 

has to be transferred to payment balances, using two methods.  So in case of differ-

ences developed they can be checked. 

 Eliminates manual procedures  

 Instant customer balance list 

 Time saving payment methods  

  Keeps information safe 

 Quick reconcile by selecting specific dates of transactions 

 At any given time the balances of customers can be checked using the platform for 

auditors. 

 Reduces errors 
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Methodos Reconciliation System 

Ke y  Fe a t u r e s   

Using the MRS system for reconciliation, you work  with less stress knowing your accounts are balanced, reconciled, safe 

and reported on time.  

 

input  & matching  

 Imports transactions from preformatted excels 

 Automatic input process 

 Manual transaction input 

 Fast and accurate auto matching 

 Manual matching with validations 

 Matching transfers between payment method accounts 

 

secur i ty & h istory  

 History Archive 

 Audit  Logging 

 Security   control 

 

reports  

 Overall Reconciliation 

 Movement Reconciliation 

 Profit / Loss 

 Funds to transfer  

 Ageing analysis 

 

Contact Us 

 
 

Address :                                        Mailing Address: 

176 Strovolos, Avenue          P.O Box  23444 

Office 202, 2048 Nicosia        1683 Nicosia, Cyprus 

 

info@methodos.com.cy                   tel:  +357 22590580 

www.methodos.com.cy                   fax: +357 22444682 

        Increase productivity,  
                                    lower cost,  
                                                    meet deadlines 


